Message from the Chairs
Organizing and Program Committees
Keynote Address
Architecture Driven Modeling in Software Development
Panel
Major Threat: From Formal Methods without Tools to Tools without Formal Methods
Session: Security
Modeling Complex Systems by Separating Application and Security Concerns
Dealing with Complex Networks of Process Interactions: A Security Measure
Session: Networks
TT\textsuperscript{ET}: Event-Triggered Channels on a Time-Triggered Base
Enterprise Information Systems Configuration: Emphasizing the Symbiotic Relationship between Applications and the Underlying Network
Session: Validation
Integrated Fault Diagnostics on the Grid
Robust On-Line Approximation Control of Uncertain Nonlinear Systems Subject to Constraints
Formal Test-Case Generation for UML Statecharts
Session: Formal Specification
Requirements Validation by Lifting Retrenchments in B
Relating II-calculus to Object-Z
A Conceptual Framework for State-Based and Event-Based Formal Behavioural Specification Languages
Session: Tools
Towards a Tool for Derivation of Implementation Constraints
Supporting Rigorous Evolution of UML Models
Independence Transformations and Tools for Components
Session: Managing Complexity
Using Contexts to Manage System Complexity
Session: Case Studies
Visualising Object-Oriented Source Code Complexity Using XML
Domain Visualization for Dealing with Complex Information Systems
A Web-Based Infrastructure for the Management of Semantic Meta-Data
A CORBA-Based Multi-agent System Integration Framework
Muse over University Organisational Ecology in Action and Service-Oriented Architectures
Design of a Microprocessor-Based Control System of a Compression Molding Process
Monitoring and Optimizing Industrial Production Processes
System for the Production Control and Automatic Packaging of Plastic Air Sleeve Guides
Session: Buring Problems
Verification of NASA Emergent Systems
Software Information Leaks: A Complexity Perspective